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COWBOY: 
AN AGILE PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGY FOR A SOLO PROGRAMMER 
By Ashby Brooks Hollar 
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of 
Science at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2006. 
Major Director: Dr. Susan Brilliant, Professor, Computer Science Department 
Abstract: Very little research in software engineering has focused on the model of a 
programmer working alone. These so-called cowboys are disdained for not working in 
teams to build software. In reality many cowboys work by themselves due to the 
circumstances of their work environment, not because they are unable or unwilling to 
work with well with others. These solo programmers could benefit from a methodology 
to assist them in consistently developing reliable software on time and within budget 
while satisfying the customer's needs. Cowboy was designed to help fill this void. This 
agile-based system incorporates the benefits of agile methodologies into a lightweight, 
customer-centered approach to software development for the lone developer. This thesis 
describes Cowboy and its successful application in developing a prototype for a web 
application. 









































































